
 

 
Agenda Item No:6 

Bristol City Council 
Minutes of Neighbourhoods Scrutiny Commission 
Monday 27th October 2014 at 2.00pm 
________________________________________________ 
 
Scrutiny Commission Members Present:- 
Councillors Lovell (Chair), Harvey (Vice-Chair), Fodor, Greaves, Hance, Janke, and 
Melias 
 
Officers in Attendance:- Alison Comley – Strategic Director (Neighbourhoods), Di 
Robinson (Service Director – Neighbourhoods and Communities), Kate Murray 
(Head of Libraries), Stuart Pattison (Crime Reduction Manager), Romayne De 
Fonseka (Policy Adviser – Scrutiny), Jeremy Livitt (Democratic Services Officer) 
 
Also In Attendance: Councillor Gus Hoyt – Assistant Mayor for Neighbourhoods 
 
21 Apologies for Absence 
 
 Apologies were received from Councillor Tincknell and Councillor Frost. 
 
22 Public Forum 
 

The following Public Forum Statement was received in relation to Agenda 
Item 10 (copy contained in the Minute Book): 
 
Dawn Dyer, UNISON – Libraries for the Future 
 
Scrutiny Commission Members were requested to bear in mind the questions 
contained within the statement during the Inquiry Day and Expert Group 
discussions which took place during the consultation process. 
 
Officers confirmed that the EQIA process was part of the requirement of the 
MTFP work and would be carried out for each area and library. A report would 
be submitted to Cabinet in March 2015, including a full EQIA carried out on 
both an area and community of interest basis. It was confirmed that UNISON 
would be invited to participate in the Inquiry Day. 
 
 

 



23 Declarations of Interest 
 
 None were received 
 
24 Whipping 
 
 No notices of whipping were received. 
 
25 Chair’s Business 
 

The Chair advised that there had not been an opportunity at the last OSM 
meeting to discuss the issue of co-optees for the Commission and, therefore, 
existing arrangements would continue for the time being. 
 
It was noted that the Working Group agreed by the Scrutiny Commission as 
part of the Review of Licensing Policy had not yet met. It was agreed that the 
appropriate officer, Nick Carter, should be contacted to put in place 
arrangements to set a meeting up as soon as possible. Action: Nick Carter 
 

26 Minutes – 22nd September 2014 
 

Resolved – that the above Minutes be approved as a correct record and 
signed by the Chair subject to the following amendments: 
 

• “2015” be altered to read “2014” in Paragraph Number 1 of 
Minute Number 14 

• An additional paragraph be added to Minute Number stating 
that “qualified librarians are an important aspect of this 
consultation process in view of the knowledge of the service 
that they have. 
 
Action: Jeremy Livitt 

 
It was noted that the consultation process for the Neighbourhoods Grounds 
Maintenance Service (referred to in paragraph (3) of Minute Number 14) was 
hoped to be delivered in 2014 but might also need to take place in early 2015. 

 
27 Work Programme 
 

The Policy Adviser (Scrutiny) advised Scrutiny Commission members of the 
following changes to the Work Programme: 
 

• A Parks and Green Spaces Inquiry day was now fixed for 9.30am to 
1pm on Monday 17th November 

• The dates for the December 2014 Inquiry Day and the January 2015 
Scrutiny Commission had now been switched to ensure that the 
Libraries Inquiry would fit in with the timescale for the consultation 
process. As a result, there would be a formal Scrutiny Commission 



meeting at 2pm on Monday 8th December and a Scrutiny Commission 
Inquiry Day for Libraries at 10am on Thursday 22nd January 2015 

• It was noted that sports was within the Cabinet Portfolio of Councillor 
Simon Cook and that, therefore, he should be invited to attend for the 
discussion on 8th December Action: Jeremy Livitt 

 
28 Neighbourhood Partnerships – Presentation 
 

Members received a presentation on Neighbourhood Partnerships from the 
Service Director (Neighbourhoods) during which the following key points were 
made: 
 

• Three key areas for NPs included devolved decision-making, building 
on the empowerment Agenda and managing the engagement process 
with Neighbourhoods; 

• The management of communications was important (what is going on 
and why); 

• The introduction of the FNB (Flexible Neighbourhood Budget) had 
been popularly received and lay the ground for future devolution; 

• 2 years ago the mechanisms for speeding up the process for approval 
of certain pieces of funding (ie Well Being Grants) had been 
considered as part of the NPR (Neighbourhood Partnership Review); 

• A new Performance Management Framework had been developed to 
measure activity and business; 

• Reductions in bureaucracy across the service, including the size of 
reports, had been key targets of the 2013 Partnership Review; 

• Details of the progress of the 2013 review were set out such as the 
development of a Neighbourhood Services charter, improved 
communications, a forthcoming review of the Terms of reference and 
improved digital presence, such as the new “Neighbourly” programme. 
Further work would include a mapping of NP priorities against the 
Corporate Plan, identification of the resources and powers being 
requested by NPs throughout the city and future devolution 

• Details were provided of the new staffing structure which had been 
reshaped to ensure easier information flows. It was explained that all 
staff are now operating within the Neighbourhood Management Team 
(ie Area Environment Officers etc.). These staff took the thematic lead 
and carried out service negotiation. This had not only improved internal 
communications to shape priorities but also improved working with 
outside agencies. Whilst there were less staff available, it was a more 
flexible and wider resource; 

• The intention was to ensure improved engagement with communities 
and good practice sharing across the city (ie Active Citizen Agenda), 
particularly in respect of key issues such as Green Capital and the 
Boundary Commission ie key strategic priorities such as networks for 
older people to keep them out of hospital wherever possible – rather 
than just very locally based issues such as dog fouling and grass 
cutting 

 



 
Members made the following points: 
 

• There had been good progress but delivery was still not always being 
achieved; 

• The role of Public Health in feeding into the Neighbourhoods process 
needed to be considered – there was scope for getting wider 
involvement across the community in such issues; 

• There were good examples of practice in certain areas such as 
Filwood, which might be transferable; 

• There was a need to move away from physical face to face meetings – 
the growth of the digital agenda and the use of video boxes could help 
with this; 

• NPs spent a great deal of time on issues to do with process such as 
devolved priorities and ring-fencing – there were also some frequently 
small “windows” within which to spend certain types of funding such as 
Older People’s Grants; 

• An analysis would be helpful to assess how the work of Community 
Partnerships throughout the city was continuing to feed into the role of 
Neighbourhood Partnerships; Action: Di Robinson 

• It was important to get people to feed into the neighbourhoods process 
at an early stage – prior to any formal decision coming to the 
appropriate NP; 

• The continuing role of Neighbourhood Forums was important - it 
operated currently as a mechanism for members of the public to bring 
items forward; 

• There remained a continuing tension between the need to ensure a 
strategic approach across NPs and the importance of different NPs 
having their own devolved procedures – for example, the devolved 
mechanisms at the Bishopston Cotham Redland Neighbourhood 
Partnership worked well and NP members at that partnership were 
reluctant to change it to fit in with any strategic approach; 

• The potential was noted for development of the role of the 
Neighbourhood Partnership as a statutory consultee was noted; 

• There was a need for greater imagination in ensuring the work of the 
NP was heard by the widest section of the community as possible ie 
greater use of twitter etc for those who weren’t familiar with the system 
and might lose out in being able to apply for funding for particular 
projects 

 
29 Libraries for the Future – Presentation 
 

Members received a presentation by the Service Director (Libraries) on the 
following issues: 

 
• A report to Cabinet on 4th November would go into the public domain 

on Tuesday 28th October 



• Details of the city conversation were outlined from November 2014 to 
February 2015 – this would involve wide range discussions with as 
wide a group as possible; 

• There was a wider national debate taking place concerning the future 
of libraries, including the impact of changing expectations; 

• The formal consultation process would commence in March 2015 prior 
to a final decision being made at Cabinet in June 2015; 

• The issue of digital access for the consultation was important ie web 
hub, a physical suggestion box, Facebook and Twitter, face to face 
sessions, Neighbourhood Forum debates and “ideas on a postcard”; 

• There was also a need to talk to those who didn’t currently use libraries 
(ie not just the current strong and loyal customer base) both online, as 
well as through other mechanisms; 

• In addition to ideas from people about their local library, it was hoped to 
encourage a more strategic discussion about the future use of libraries; 

• Ideas would be received via a variety of methods, including the 
proposed Library Scrutiny Inquiry day at 10am on Thursday 22nd 
January 2015 – it was also noted that 2 Councillors had been identified 
and agreed to act as lead Councillors for ideas to be passed through 
(Councillor Estelle Tincknell and Councillor Martin Fodor) 

 
In response, Councillors made the following points: 
 

• Schools had a key role to play within local communities in encouraging 
access to different sources of information – it was noted that 10 year 
olds were currently the heaviest users of the library service; 

• The consultation process should be the widest possible; 
• The questions which formed the basis for the consultation process 

would need to be carefully constructed – it was noted that there would 
be a full set of member led interviews on 6th November with a full digital 
pack online; 

• In response to a member’s question, it was acknowledged that there 
would not one single delivery model across the city – there were a 
number of suggestions for a co-delivery model (for example at 
Fishponds there was currently a shared building between the library 
and the Customer Service Centre and several other similar models 
were being considered elsewhere in the city). 

 
30 Anti-Social Behaviour, Crime and Policing Act 2014 Provisions and 

Implementation   
 
 Members considered the above report presented by the Crime Reduction 

Manager who made the following points: 
 

• This progress report followed a paper presented to the Safer Bristol 
Executive in March 2014; 

• The new Act provided a more focused response to ASB, particularly in 
relation to victims – the 19 existing powers in this area were being 
replaced with 6 broader powers; 



• There were 2 important new measures within the Act to empower 
victims – a Community Trigger which provided the right to request a 
formal case review if it was felt that the ASB had not been properly 
dealt with and a Community Remedy which was a list of sanctions; 

• The 6 broader powers were as follows: a new civil injunction, a 
Criminal Behaviour Order, a Police Dispersal Power, a Community 
Protection Notice, a Public Spaces Protection Order and a Closure 
Power 

• All measures (save for the civil injunction) had taken effect from 20th 
October 2014; 

• Bristol had agreed a local threshold with the Avon and Somerset 
Constabulary of 3 separate complaints for the Community Trigger (CT) 
to be met – analysis from 6 pilot areas for CT in other Local Authorities 
indicated that CT was likely to occur between 15 and 20 times per 
annum. A  standard threshold for CT was being applied to ensure a 
consistent approach across the Avon and Somerset area; 

• The agreed measures for a CR (Community Remedy) could include 
undertaking mediation, restorative conferences or to sign an 
acceptable behaviour contract; 

• At Full Council on 11th November 2014, executive and non- executive 
approval would be sought for delegated powers in relation to the new 
legislation; 

• A summary of the tools and powers was set out in Appendix 1 of the 
report 
 
In response to Members questions, it was noted: 
 

• that dispersal powers had been used between 15 to 20 times since 
2006. It was expected that a continuing responsible approach would be 
taken by Police to the use of powers under the new legislation; 

• the Community Protection Notice (CPN) would operate through a 
written warning issued to an individual, followed by a CPN and then by 
a fine or final prosecution if breached and that an appeals system 
would operate through the Courts; 

• The operation of the PSPO (Public Safety Protection Order) would be 
discussed through a consultation process which would consider what 
areas it might cover and the circumstances under which it might be 
applied and then referred to a meeting of the Public Safety and 
Protection Committee for decision.  

• That the operation of the scheme needed to bear in mind bad feeling in 
the past caused by perceived unfairness in enforcement of powers 
against the use of graffiti; 

• The new measures would complement the already existing laws to 
tackle the problems caused by fly tipping;  

• There would be procedures in place to deal with vexacious complaints 
being made arising out of the Community Trigger ie malicious 
accusations; 

• The Parks and Green Spaces Inquiry Day on 17 November would 
consider the issue of the use of the PSPO; 



• A briefing to all Councillors on this new legislation was being arranged. 
 
 
 

Resolved – 
(1) that the detail with the report be noted, specifically how the 

proposed tools and powers within the Act may be utilised to 
achieve Bristol City Council’s statutory obligations and 
strategic objectives; 

(2) that the arrangements to ensure effective implementation from 
October 2014 be noted. 

 
Action: A report to be brought back to a future meeting to outline 
the impact of the new legislation – February/March 2015 –  
Romayne De Fonseka to arrange 

 
31 PCSO - Briefing 
 

Members received the above update report for information. 
 
32 Date of Next Meeting 
 

It was noted that the next meeting would be an Inquiry Day concerning Parks 
and Green Spaces scheduled to take place at 10am on Monday 17th 
November 2014 in the Conference Room, City Hall, College Green, 
Bristol.  

  
 The meeting finished at 4.10pm 
 
 
 Chair 




